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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Biomarine Integrates with IWT for Miner Safety
Exton PA— May 9, 2018— Biomarine Inc. announced today that its premier 4-Hour
Closed-Circuit Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus, the BioPak 240 Revolution, is now fully
approved and capable of complete integration with Innovative Wireless Technologies (IWT)
SENTINEL™ Mine Rescue Communications System. Biomarine’s just released AVIWT
interface allows Mine Rescue team members the ability to fully communicate intra-team as well
as with fresh air command centers via IWT’s wireless system- all contained inside the BioPak
facemask. The microphone installed inside the facemask offers increased safety and the ability
to communicate wirelessly throughout IWT’s communications network, enhancing team safety
as well as potentially eliminating miscommunications.
“The improved communications between mine rescue team members and the fresh air
base offered by this system reduces chances of errors and improves team safety,” said Ted
Beck, North American Sales & Training Manager at Biomarine Inc.
Use of the AVIWT systems eliminates the need to speak through non-standard voicemitters currently used on many full facemasks. The microphone is installed close to the user’s
mouth with no barriers between them. This significantly improves communication clarity and
provides the best possible sound quality.
The AVIWT system is NIOSH and MSHA approved and is the first of its type to gain this
type of approval.
###

For additional information or to arrange a demonstration please contact Bill Flynn
Biomarine Sales Manager 456 Creamery Way, Exton PA. 19341 Tel: 800-378-2287 Email:
bill.flynn@neutronicsinc.com
OR
James Pinkley Vice President Civil and Safety 258 Kappa Drive Pittsburgh, PA 15238
Tel: 801-739-1631 Email: jpinkley@jennmar.com Jennmar is Biomarine’s distributor of the
BioPak 240R for mining and tunneling applications.
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